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Introduction
Sometimes no matter how much time and effort you put into breaking-in your wife the marriage still
needs an outsider to assist it. Handle My Wife is an entire site devoted to couples who are at the
threshold of happiness and enlist the services of a professional wife trainer to help teach these wives
obedience lessons, with the help of some stiff porn cock.

Adult Review
Getting hitched to a chick who loves hot hardcore sex is at  first any man's sex dream cum true.  But if your wife needs to 
fuck all night and all day so she doesn't pack her bags and  move away, what's a working stiff like you going to do?  If  your
mate's libido is on overdrive and you just can't keep it  up enough, then you may as well make the best out of this sexy 
situation. 
  
  At Handle My Wife, husbands actually enjoy watching their  horny wives' sopping wet cunts get stuffed with big thick 
dicks all night long.  There are 84 porn episodes here that  cater to plenty of sex fetishes at once, like voyeurism,  cuckolds,
and plenty of interracial action.  
  
  The videos are presented in lots of different formats,  including several different resolutions of WMV, a high res  MPG, and
even smaller MP4 files that can be used by portable  video devices.  All of these options are available as  downloads and
streams.  The downloads are not protected with  any DRM, and the streams use a clean flash-based viewer that  really makes
the wife swap hardcore action pop. 
  
  You'll probably see some familiar sex scenes at Handle My Wife, since the porn is not exclusive.  Though this is a bit  of a
drawback, the fact that a new episode is added every week  more than makes up for it.  Fans of cuckoldry and voyeurism  will
love being able to see all of these great scenes  accessible from a single XXX location.  
  
  And there are plenty of other reasons to give this site a  shot.  Full monthly Handle My Wife members are also allowed to 
access all 14 pornsites in the Jerked Network, all of which  are listed right next to this review.  There are hundreds of  sexy
exclusive scenes that can be watched, and not all of  these are about wife swap.  In fact, the most popular porn  niches are
nicely represented. The monthly price of a membership is $29.97

Porn Summary
Don't stress out if your slutty wife needs more hot sex than  you can handle.  Just follow the lead of the quick thinking 
hubbies at Handle My Wife, and hand her out for some quick and dirty hardcore sex with horny strangers!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Handle My Wife Was A Great Site But It Was Sold And No Longer Updates'
Quality: 87  Updates: 50 Exclusive: 84 Interface: 86
Support: 85 Unique: 86    Taste: 82        Final: 77
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.97 Preview: 3 Days for $1.00 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Never Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 84
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